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HOUE // THE STORY
HOUE is a Danish design house founded in 2007. We are driven 
by a passion for Affordable Luxury and a desire to benefit from the 
vast pool of gifted design talents in Denmark. We mix beautiful 
and innovative design with mass appeal.
Today HOUE offers both an outdoor and indoor collection always 
meeting our high standards in terms of design, affordable prices 
and quality.

HOUE INDOOR // DINING TABLE CONCEPT
At IMM in Cologne HOUE will present our TOGETHER dining 
table concept.

TOGETHER consists of 5 dining table designs: AIR, GATE, 
SKETCH, FLOAT and ATLAS. All tables come in different sizes and 
shapes. This combined with a choice of laminates and linoleum 
surfaces makes a wealth of possibilities

HOUE INDOOR // DINING CHAIRS
The chair concept includes 3 well proportioned and very 
comfortable designs: ACURA, HOPE and SPÄN. With a choice 
of leather or different fabric types and colours combined with 4 
different leg types it is possible to change the look of the chair 
according to customer needs. All dining chairs compliment the 
TOGETHER dining table concept perfectly. 

HOUE // INDOOR NEWS
The dining table ATLAS, dining chair SPÄN and lounge chair 
SPÄN are all new introductions.

The legs of the new ATLAS Dining table are trestles - quite 
simple and straightforward, and yet with a line feed that breaks 
the straight lines and titillate the eye. ATLAS is in solid oak, and 
with the natural glow creates a natural and nice contrast to the 
dark and light surfaces in linoleum or laminate.

We are proud to present our new designs SPÄN Dining chair 
and SPÄN Lounge chair. Designer Henrik Pedersen describes 
SPÄN this way: 
“It’s all about connecting the points - building bridge between 
the wooden columns that are making up the support frame,  
about creating a plateau for resting, and thereby also becoming 
a highly visual element.
The curved joints make it very expressive, and smooth for both 
hand and eye”.
SPÄN comes with white ash or black stained ash legs and seat 
in different fabrics and beautiful colors. 

Welcome ATLAS and SPÄN!

HOUE OUTDOOR // CLICK
CLICK is a collection of outdoor chairs consisting of Dining 
chairs, Sunbeds, Rocking chair, Lounge chair, Position chair 
and a Footrest. CLICK is made in intelligent designed plastic 
lamellas combined with powder coated metal and wooden parts 
in sustainable bamboo. The components of the lamella are 
carefully composed to give the lamellas exactly the right strength 
and resilience. 

The CLICK concept provides excellent cushion free comfort, 
and the flexibility to change colors according to individual tastes. 
The colors can either be used separately or mixed in a wealth of 
combinations to make a new refreshing look. The plastic lamellas 
can be changed as often as you like, simply by clicking on and 
off the lamellas. 

HOUE // OUTDOOR NEWS
For the outdoor season 2016 we introduce 5 new members of 
the CLICK family: CLICK dining chair without armrests, CLICK tall 
dining chair, CLICK lounge chair, CLICK Sunlounger and CLICK 
Footrest. The popular CLICK collection will be available in 12 
delicious colours + 2 predefined mixed color versions. 

CLICK Dining chair have won a special mention German Design 
award 2016.

HOUE OUTDOOR // DINING TABLES
Combinations of raw powder coated metal, sustainable bamboo 
or sophisticated white HPCL (High pressure compact laminate) 
and beautiful black granite create a collection of well designed 
outdoor dining tables. They all perfectly complement HOUE 
dining chairs and enable several beautiful settings for the garden.

DESIGN //
All HOUE furniture is designed by the Danish designers Henrik 
Pedersen and Jesper K. Thomsen. 

PRICES //
This is Affordable Luxury!
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In HOUE we already knew that CLICK is great design - but now 
the world has discovered it too - CLICK has been awarded!
 
We are very happy to be able to announce that CLICK dining chair 
has been given a Special mention German Design Award 2016.

THE PREMIUM PRIZE OF THE GERMAN 
DESIGN COUNCIL
The German Design Award is the top international prize of the 
German Design Council. It’s goal: to discover, present and honor 
unique design trends. Therefore, every year, top-quality entries 
from product and communication design are rewarded, all of which 
are in their own way ground-breaking in the international design 
landscape. Launched in 2012, the German Design Award is one 

of the most well respected design competitions in the world and 
is held in high regard well beyond professional circles.

SPECIAL MENTION
The destination Special Mention is awarded to works whose 
design features particularly successful sub aspects or solutions 
- an award that honors the commitment of companies and 
designers.

STATEMENT OF THE JURY
The lamellas of this comfortable garden chair are simply clicked 
on and off. As a result, the colour of the individual furniture pieces 
can be quickly and easily changed – from multi-coloured stripes 
to plain. The chairs are made from weatherproof materials and 
are therefore perfect for outdoor use. 
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DESIGNER // HENRIK PEDERSEN

Does design really matter? perhaps not – but for me it’s 
essential. it gives me a thrill to design forms and functions that 
are capable of moving people passionately and opening up new 
possibilities.

Passion for design is in my mind, soul and heart, wherever i go.

And my main inspiration is neo-scandinavian design, influenced 
by the vibes of london and the humor of amsterdam, often with 
elements of fusion, resulting in materials and functions being 
combined in new and original ways, while always striving for a 
pure and simple look.

DESIGNER // JESPER K. THOMSEN

I see every day as a challenge to further improve whatever 
i designed the day before. this is my driving force, which 
constantly sends me in new directions. i draw inspiration from 
everything i meet on my way and don’t subscribe to a specific 
design idiom or narrow professional speciality.

I always seek to develop my working field with new areas of 
interest and new partners. to me design is not about doing it 
alone but about nuturing the opportunities of teamwork.

As long as design has a clearly stated purpose there are no 
ends to the creative options you can apply. 
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ACCO chair
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